The researchers offered the engineered mice and normal mice water that contained different types and concentrations of flavours. The mice that could not produce TNF-α had normal reactions to sweet, sour, salty and umami flavours, but were less sensitive to bitter ones.
"Normal mice will pick up [that taste] at a much lower concentration. They will know this is bitter; they will not like it," says Hong Wang, a molecular biologist at Monell and an author of the study. "But if the TNF-α gene is not there, then the mice will only start to avoid the bitter solution at higher concentrations."
Taste sensation
In some of the experiments, the mice could drink their fill of either plain water or a flavoured solution; researchers measured the changing levels in water bottles to determine how sensitive the mice were to a particular taste. In other experiments, the mice had only a few seconds to drink while a machine counted how many times they licked the flavoured solution -a test that minimizes the influence of any after-effects that the mice feel on drinking the test liquids.
Both the normal and engineering mice showed the same flavour preferences in both types of experiment, indicating that they chose
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Illness can make food and medicine unpalatable. liquids on the basis of taste and not because of any after-effects of the flavour.
But the behaviour experiments could not determine whether the reduced reactions to bitterness reflected changes in the mouse tongue or in the parts of the brain that process taste. To find out, the researchers recorded electrical activity in the nerves that transmit taste signals from the tongue to the brain. In the engineered mice, these peripheral taste nerves fired less in response to bitter flavours than they did in normal mice, suggesting that TNF-α acts on the taste buds themselves.
That is a relatively new idea, says Jan-Sebastian Grigoleit, a neuroimmunologist at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in La Jolla, California. TNF-α falls into a class of small signalling molecules called cytokines that are best known for their roles in the immune response. But Grigoleit says that researchers have been discovering that cytokines also help to regulate other body systems.
Tongue-tied
Robert Dantzer, a psychobiologist at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, cautions that the new study's findings could have multiple explanations. For example, growing up without TNF-α may have caused developmental abnormalities in the engineered mice that could explain their tolerance for bitter flavours.
